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ABSTRACT 

This dissertatioa work concentrates on finding non-trivial elements in the 

Shafarevich-Tate group of an elliptic curve. The set of iif-rational points on an el

liptic curve, E, are known to form a finitely generated abelian group. My results 

are of interest when trying to find the rank of this group, which in general is a hard 

problem. The Selmer group of E, S{E/K), can be used to give a bound on this rank, 

and the obstruction to using this to find the exact rank is the Shafarevich-Tate group, 

miE/K).  

There is a pairing on ni{E/K),  called the Cassels-Tate pairing, which is non-

degenerate modulo the infinitely divisible subgroup of ni(E/K). I compute the 

pairing in certain cases; in particular, I compute it on certain 5-torsion elements 

in JR{E/K) for an infinite family of elliptic curves over Q described by Rubin and 

Silverberg and find examples where 1II5(£^/Q) is non-trivial. The curves in question 

have o-torsion over Q isomorphic to Z/5Z® /15, and the elements of m.{E/K) for 

which the pairing is trivial are those killed by ^ -4 £", the isogeny with kernel 

//5. I also compute the pairing for a family of curves in the 2-torsion case, giving a 

new method for constructing curves with non-trivial  2-torsion in U1{E/K).  
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Chapter 1 

OVERVIEW 

1.1 The Problem 

This work focuses on detecting non-trivial elements in a certain group related 

to an elliptic curve over a number field, called the Shafarevich-Tate group. The 

Shafarevich-Tate group arises firequently in the study of elliptic curves although much 

about its size and structure remains mjrsterious. The group is believed to be finite 

and the conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer asserts that its cardinality is a 

factor in the leading term of the L-series of the elliptic curve at s = 1. Although 

finiteness of the Shafarevich-Tate group has been proven in some cases (cf. Rubin [16] 

and Kolyvagin [7]), a general result is far from being achieved and we instead try to 

gather information about its cardinality. For example how large is the m-torsion 

subgroup? It has been shown that there exist elliptic curves with arbitrarily large 2-

and 3-torsion subgroups in their Shafarevich-Tate group, but there are few results 

related to m-torsion beyond m = 2 or m = 3. Here we will give a method for finding 

non-trivial m-torsion elements and apply it to the cases m = 2 and m = 5. We use it 

to find examples of curves with non-trivial 5-torsion among a family of elliptic curves 

recently parametrized by Rubin and Silverberg. We will introduce the Shafarevich-

Tate group in a setting where it arises naturally: the problem of determining the rank 

of an elliptic curve. 

Let E/K he an elliptic curve; i.e. a curve of genus 1 defined over a number field K 

with a specified rational point. Such a curve may be embedded in projective 2-space, 

, as a cubic curve with a Weierstrass equation: 

E:Y^Z-\- AIXYZ + AZYZ"" = + A^XZ"" + A6Z^ 

where Ot € K and the rational point is O = [0,1,0]. 
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There is an addition law defined on E, given by regular maps, that makes the set 

of points on E into an abelian group with identity element O. Denote by E{K) the 

set of points on E with coordinates in the field K. E{K) is called the Mordell-Weil 

group of E. The structure of this group has been determined (of. [19, Ch. 8]). 

(Mordell—Weil Theorem): E{K) is  a f initely generated abelian group. 

It follows from this theorem that E{K) has the form 

E{K)  ̂  r  X Z"" 

where T is a finite subgroup. The integer r is called the rank of E{K). 

Finding the rank of E{K) is difficult. However, given an integer m > 1, an upper 

bound on the rank can be obtained by considering the m-Selmer group Sm{E/K)^ 

which contains a subgroup isomorphic to E{K)/mE{K). The m-torsion in the 

Shafarevich-Tate group, nim{E/K), measures the degree to which this bound fails. 

More precisely, there is an exact sequence, the Kummer sequence, 

0 -> E{K)/mE{K) Sm{E/K) -> UlmiE/K) 0. 

More generally, we consider the 0-torsion in Tn{E/K) for an isogeny <f>. .An isogeny 

of elliptic curves is a suijective morphism between two elliptic curves taking the 

identity element on one to the identity element on the other. If the isogeny, 0, is 

separable, as are all of the isogenies we will encounter here, then its degree, deg(0), 

is defined to be the order of the kernel of <f>. For any isogeny, <(> : E —i E'^ there 

exists an isogeny, ^ : E' E, called the dual isogeny, so that 0 o 0 = [deg(0)]. If 

iS" is  an isogeny of el l iptic curves of degree m, then UI^{E/K) C mmiE/K).  

In this context the Kummer sequence is 

0 E'{K)/(t ,E{K) S^iE/K) -)> m^E/K) 0. 

This work concentrates on detecting such (?i-torsioa elements. 
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In the past, the 2- and 3-torsion m Wi{E/K) have been studied with the most 

success. One reason for this is that 2 and 3 are rather special primes for elliptic 

curves in that it is easy to construct twists of an elliptic curve over quadratic and 

cubic fields. Making careful choices, these constructions can give rise to elliptic curves 

with lots of 2- and 3-torsion in WL{E/K) (see Cassels [2]). Using a descent procedure 

and the multiplication by 2 map, Kramer [8] produces a family of elliptic curves with 

arbitrari ly large 2-torsion in TSL{E/K).  

We introduce a method which involves computing a pairing, called the Cassels-

Tate pairing, on the 0-Sehner group. By examining the kernel of this pairing we are 

able to detect non-trivial 0-torsion in ^{E/K). In particular, we examine 5-torsion 

in the Shafarevich-Tate group of a family of elliptic curves studied by Rubin and 

Silverberg [17] and find some examples for which the 5-torsion subgroup is non-trivial. 

This result is interesting for two reasons; first, the family studied has non-constant 

j-invariant (unlike families of twists), and second, 5 is the first 'generic' prime related 

to an elliptic curve so it could shed some light on a more general algorithm. 

1.2 The Cassels—Tate Pairing 

There is a skew-symmetric pairing on Ul{E/K),  called the Cassels-Tate pairing 

which is non-degenerate modulo the divisible subgroup. 

Let 4> : E —¥ E' he axi. isogeny of elliptic curves of degree m. The Cassels-Tate 

pairing restricted to U1^{E/K) lifts to a pairing on S^(E/K), which we also call the 

Cassels-Tate pairing: 

<, >: S^iE/K) X S^iE/K) Q/Z. 

It is, in general, difficult to give an explicit definition for the pairing. However, 

under certain conditions, which we verify to hold for various families of curves, we 

are able to write the pairing down as a simi of local pairings. Then if we know the 
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Selmer group, and have a computable formula for the pairing, we will be able to 

deduce information about the Shafarevich-Tate group. 

1.2.1 Restrictions on m-torsion in E' 

U. f : A B \s a. homomorphism of abelian groups, denote by A/ the kernel of 

/ .  Let E' be an ell iptic curve over a  field K with a fixed isomorphism of Gal{K/K)-

modules 

where /^m denotes the group of m-th roots of unity in K . If E is any elliptic curve 

over K, and <j): E E' is zxl isogeny defined over K, we will abbreviate E^{K) by 

E^. Define an isogeny 

<i>:E-^E' 

be the dual isogeny. Then, by Weil duality, 

Ei(, = /im-

Under these conditions, we apply formulas given by McCallum [11], and obtain a 

formula expressing the Cassels-Tate pairing as a sum of local pairings, <, >„: 

x , y e S ^ i E / K )  

i • E'^{K) — firn ® Z/mZ, 

<I>:E' ^E 

by the propertv 

i  ^{"LfrriL) 

Let 

< x , y > =  y  < x , y > y  mod Z (1.2.1.1) 
v^MK 

where Mk is a complete set of non-equivalent valuations on K. 
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1.3 Main Results 

1.3.1 2-torsion in TS-^E/K) 

Let /(T = Q ; we will describe a family of curves. For A 6 Q, we consider the curve 

given by 

E' :s^ = t{t- l){t~X) A e Z .  ( 1 . 3 . 1 . 1 )  

Since A € Z, the 2-torsion on E' is defined over Q so there is an isomorphism of 

C?aZ (Q/Q)-modules 

z : £'2 —^ Z/2Z © Z/2Z 

( 1 , 0 )  • - >  1 0 0  

(A, 0) 1—^ 0 © 1. 

The conditions of the previous section are then satisfied if 

^^ = ((1,0)). 

The curve E is then given by (see Velu [21]) 

E  : y ^  = x ^  +  l ) x ^  +  (6A - 5)a: - 4X^ + 7A - 3, (1.3.1.2) 

and 0(A,O) = (A — 1,0) so E^ = ((A — 1,0)). The Cassels-Tate pairing is defined 

on the 0-Selmer group of E. In order to make use of the pairing to find non-trivial 

(^torsion in ID.(E/K), we need to know the Selmer group as well as a formula for the 

pairing. 

There is a natural map which identifies S^{E/K) with a subgroup of Q'^/(Q^)^. 

These same maps allow us to give a formula for the local pairing <, >„ as a pairing on 

/(Qu Qv liQvY- Let denote the quadratic symbol which gives a value 

of 1 if a is a square modulo p and —1 otherwise. 
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Theorem 1.3.1.2. Let E be given by (1.3.1.2) for A € Z with ord2(X — 1) > 3. Let 

0 be the isogeny with kernel ((A — 1,0)). Let 

Let a: E Q and denote by [x] the class of x in Q^/CQ*)^. [x] € S^{E/Q) ^ 

{a)For every p | x, either p is odd and ordp{X — I) > 0, or p = 2 and 

ord2{\ — 1) # 4. 

If p is odd, then Zp/(Zp )^ = Z/2Z, so there is a unique non-trivial pairing 

The Cassels-Tate pairing can be defined in terms of this pairing. 

Proposition 1.3.1.3. Let E be given by (1.3.1.2) for X € Z with ordfi{X~ l )  > 3. Let 

0  b e  t h e  i s o g e n y  w i t h  k e r n e l  { ( A — 1 , 0 ) ) .  L e t  S  =  [ v  E  M q  |  o r d y { X )  i s  o d d ,  a n d  v  =  3  

(mod 4)}. Then the Cassels-Tate pairing is 

Given this algorithm for computing the Selmer group and pairing, it can be shown 

that by a carefiil choice of A, the pairing will give an arbitrary number of non-trivial 

2-torsion points in TN.{E/K). 

1.3.2 S-torsion in IS1{E/K) 

A family of elliptic curves which satisfies the conditions of section 1.2.1 for m = 5, 

i.e., that £5 = Z/mZ0 /is, is parametrized by the equation (see [17]): 

E = {g € MQ I ordq{X) > 0,g = 1 (mod 4)}. 

[,ip: z,7(z;)' X z/2z. 
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K- y' = X' 
1/20 - 228u^^ + 4QAv}° + 228^5 + i 

X 
48 

+ 522^25 _ 10005^20 - lOOOSw^" - 522^^ + i 
864 

.(1.3.2.1) 

We will prove in Chapter 4 that the curves in the above family have reduction 

properties as specified by the next lemmas. 

Lemma 1.3.2.2. Suppose E' is defined by equation 1.3.2.1 for some M 6 Q. Ifp ̂  5 

is a prime of bad reduction for E', then E' has multiplicative reduction at p. 

Lemma 1.3.2.3. Suppose E' is defined by equation 1.3.2.1 for some u € Q. Ifu = 0 

(mod 5), then E' has split multiplicative reduction at 5; if u = 2 (mod 5), then E' 

has additive reduction at 5; otherwise E' has good reduction at 5. 

Since aU of the primes of bad reduction p ^ 5 have multiplicative reduction, then 

there is a Tate parametrization associated to each of them; 

The Tate parametrization of the curve helps us to determine the Selmer group 

and give a formula for the Cassels-Tate pairing . 

Theorem 1.3.2.4. Suppose that E' is given by (1.3.2.1) mth u = Q (mod 5), P' 6 

E'siQ) and E = E'I{P'). Let 

T,  = {v \v  is a prime of  non-spli t  mult iplicative reduction for E'  } .  

and let S be the subgroup ofQ^/{Q^)^ generated by the primes of split multiplicative 

reduction for E'. Then 

r • -» E'(Qp). 

SAE/Q) = (n€5 |ne( (g)=Vt .e  £) / ( • • • )» .  
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We can define a number A„ which is associated to the Tate parametrization for 

each prime v of split multiplicative reduction for E'. Essentially, A„ is the valuation 

of the Tate-parameter of a certain fixed 5-torsion point on E'. Using this we get the 

following description of the Cassels-Tate pairing. 

Theorem 1.3.2.5. Let E' be given by equation 1.3.2.1 with u = 0 (mod 5), P' G 

(indE = E'/{P'). Let 

5 = {u 6 Mq I u = 1 (mod 5) is a prime of bad reduction for E'}. 

Then the Cassels-Tate pairing is defined by 

<, >: S^{E/K) X S^E/K) -> Q/Z 

<x,y>= ̂ Inde^{Q,P')(x^,  yv)v^% mod Z 
ves 

where (, )„ is the (local) Hilbert pairing on Q'' / (Q* x /[Q^and x^, denotes the 

image of x  in /(Q^)®. 

Notice that since v = 1 (mod 5), the local fields Qt, contain the 5th roots of unity 

so the Hilbert pairing makes sense here. Ageiin, given the computation of the Selmer 

group and a formula for computing the Cassels-Tate pairing we have an effective 

method for finding non-trivial 5-torsion in ni(E/K) by inspecting the kernel of the 

pairing and we use it to give an example where UIslE/Q) ^ 0. 

In chapter 2 we give some background on elliptic curves and in §2.6.2 we give the 

definition of the Cassels-Tate pairing. In chapter 3 we apply this method to a family 

of curves to examine the 2-torsion in in(E/K) and finally in chapter 4 we examine 

the 5-torsion in the Shafarevich-Tate group of a family of curves. 
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Chapter 2 

PRELIMINARIES 

Information about the Shafarevich-Tate group is intimately related to information 

about the rank of the Mordell-Weil group. When trying to find the rank of a finitely 

generated abelian group, A = T x Z"", it is often useful to consider the quotient 

group A/pA where p is a  prime number.  If  the p-torsion in T has the form {TLfpLY, 

then A/pA is a finite group of the form and the rank of A is fc — e. In the 

case where A = E{K),  the Mordell-Weil group of an elliptic curve, then the torsion 

subgroup, T, can be quite easy to find. If p is a prime, then T/pT = {li/pltY where 

e = 0,1,2. It follows that if we can find E{K)/pE{K)^ we can easily compute the 

rank of E{K). Equivalently, since I[lj,{E/K) is the quotient of the p-Selmer group 

by E{K)/pE{K),  i f  we knew the Selmer group and if  we knew the rank of E(K),  

we could determine the size of the p-torsion in the IIl(£'/iiL). These ideas lead us to 

the study of quotients of elliptic curves. We refer the reader to Silverman [19] for 

backgroimd on elliptic curves not covered here. 

2.1 Isogenies 

Definition: Let E and E' be elliptic curves. An isogeny between E and E' is a. 

surjective morphism: 

( f > : E - ^ E '  

such that 4>{Oe) = Oe'-

The isogeny (p is said to be defined over the field K if the maps defining <i> are 

defined over K. The degree of <^, denoted deg 0, is defined to be the degree of the 

finite extension of function fields: 

K{E)/<I>^K{E')  
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where (ji* is the map 

induced by 0. If the extension K(E)/<f>*K{E')  is separable, we say that ^ is separable, 

and in that case, deg^ = |ker<^l. A common example is the multiplication by m 

isogeny (which is induced from the addition law): 

H : E(K) -V E{K). 

The isogeny [m], is separable of degree and it is easily shown that, as groups, 

Ejn — Z/mZ X 7Ljm%. 

The following is known (cf. [19, p-84]). 

Theorem 2.1.1. I f  <f):  E E'  is  a non-constant isogeny of  degree m, then there is  

a unique isogeny, also of degree m, 

0 I E' —y E 

so that 

^<j) = [m]. 

We call ^ the dual isogeny to <f>. It follows from the theorem that 0 = 0. 

2.2 The Weil Pairing 

Important to our study of the Cassels-Tate pairing is another pairing called the 

Weil pairing. We will briefly recall the definition and properties of the Weil pairing 

that we will need to apply later. Let <l> : E E' be an isogeny of elliptic curves of 

degree m with dual isogeny 0. The Weil pairing is defined on the kernels of 0 and 0: 

60 . E^ X E^ ^ 
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Let Q € E^,  P' € E'^ and let Dq be a divisor on E representing Q. Suppose that g 

is a fiinction on E'/K with divisor <f>DQ. Then 

e«(Q, P') = g(X + P')/g{X),  (2.2.1) 

where X is any point on E' where both g{X+P') and g{X) are defined and non-zero. 

The right hand side is a constant function whose value is an m-th root of unity. 

The main properties of this pairing that we will be using are summed up in the 

following proposition, a proof of which follows from [19, Ch.3§8] 

Proposition 2.2.2. The Weil e^ pairing is: 

(a) Bil inear: 

e^(5i + 52,T) = e^{Si,T)e^{S2,T) 

e^(S,Ti+T2) = e^(S,Ti)e^(S,T2): 

(b) Skew-symmetric:  e^{S,T) =e^(T,5)"^; 

rc;e^(S,S) = l 

(d) Non-degenerate: I fe^{S,  T) = l  for all  S  e  E^,  then T = O; 

(e) Galois invariant:  For all  a  € Gal(K/K),e^{S,Ty = 

( f )  C o m p a t i b l e :  I f  P '  €  E ' - ,  S '  6 E'^, then e^(P', 5') = e^(P', S') = e^{P', 05')-

2.3 The ^Selmer group of E 

The 0-Selmer group can be defined by way of some exact sequences involving 

Galois cohomology groups. Let 

<t>:E-^E' 

be an isogeny of elliptic curves. There is a short exact sequence; 

0 > E^{K) E{K) E'{K) 0. 
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Taking Gal{K/K) cohomology gives a long exact sequence; 

0 J- E{K)^ E{K) —^ E'{K) H\K,E4,)  >> 

H\K,E(K)) H\K,E{K)) )• 

where the coboundary map, is defined as follows: 

H{P') = {C-^{Q'^-Q)} (2-3.1) 

where Q is such that <f>Q = P'. 

From the long exact sequence we extract the short exact sequence: 

0 -> E'{K)/(f>E{K) H\K, E^) H\K, E)^ 0. 

Let Ky denote the completion of K with respect to the discrete valuation v. For 

all u e Mk we can form similar diagrams by replacing K by and taking the 

cohomology with respect to the decomposition subgroup G„ = Gal{Kv/Ky). The 

sequences are related by the following commutative diagram: 

0 E'{K)I4>E{K) H\K,E^) y H\G,E)^ 0 

1 I 1 
{K.,E)^ 0 

V V V 

The 0-Selmer group, S^{E/K),  is defined as 

S^iE/K) = ker{H\K,E^) JJ H'{Kr, ,EU}. 
VSMK 

Note that i^{E'{K)/(t>E{K)) C S^{E/K).  U E'  = E asid (j> = [m], then Sm{E/K) 

contains the image of E{K)/mE{K). It can be shown that SmiE/K) is a. finite group 

and there are many cases where the Selmer group is easily computed. 
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2.4 The Shafarevich-Tate Group 

The Shafarevich-Tate group, U1{E/K),  is defined by: 

m{E/K)=ker{H\K,E)-^ \[H\K^,E)} (2.4.1) 
v€Mk 

The relationship between E'{K)f  <f>E{K),  S^{E/K),  and Ul{E/K) is given by the 

following exact sequence. 

0 -> E'{K)/(t>E{K) -> S^{E/K) -»> m^{E/K) 0 (2.4.2) 

If we take E' = E and <t> = [m], we get mm{E/K) = S^{E/K)/{E{K)/mE{K)).  If 

we k n e w  i n  p a r t i c u l a r  t h a t  l R r n { E / K )  =  0 ,  t h e n  w e  c o u l d  g e t  t h e  e x a c t  r a n k  o f  E { K ]  

from the m-Selmer group. However, in many cases ^jn.{E/K) is nontrivial. Indeed, 

we demonstrate previously unknown instances of this later. 

2.5 Previous results. 

There are some results known about the rank of E{K).  There is a certain Dirichlet 

series, L{E/K,s), called the //-series, related to an elliptic curve. The definition of 

L-series involves the number of points on the reduction of E over the finite fields 

for each finite valuation on K. For a formal definition see Koblitz [6]. The conjecture 

of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer asserts that L{E/K, s) has a zero at s = 1 whose order 

is equal to the rank of E{K). A few results toward verifying this conjecture have 

been made by various authors, including Coates and Wiles, and Rubin. In particular, 

Coates and WUes showed in 1977 [4] that If ^/Q has complex multiplication, then 

rankE{Q) > 1 implies that L{E/K,s) has a zero at s = 1. Rubin [16] showed 

in 1987 that if has complex multiplication, then rank{E{^) > 2 implies that 

ords=iL{E/K, s) > 2. 

As for the finiteness of in.{E/K),  not much is known. Rubin [16] showed that 

if £" is an elliptic curve defined over an imaginary quadratic field, K, with complex 
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multiplication by K, then if L{E/k, 1) ^ 0, in.{E/K) is finite. Kolyvagin [7] proved 

that E{Q) and III(£^/Q) are both finite for a certain class of (Weil) curves. 

Aside from these finiteness results, U1(E/K) remains somewhat of a mystery. 

There are,  however,  many cases where i t  has been shown that the p-rank of ni(E/K) 

can be arbitrarily large. We give some of these examples below. 

H^{K, E) can be identified with the set of equivalence classes of homogeneous 

spaces for the curve Ef K. A homogeneous space, C, is in the trivial class if C has a 

iif-rational point. With this in mind, (2.4.1) says that ni{E/K) can be described as 

the set of homogeneous spaces for E/K that have points in every local field, K^, but 

no points over the global field K. A famous example of such a curve, due to Selmer, 

is given by the equation: 

C:3X^ + 4Y^ + = 0. 

It can be shown that C(Qp) is non-empty for every prime p, but C(Q) = 0. Expanding 

on these ideas, Cassels [2] proves the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.5.1. Let pj (I < j <T) be distinct positive rational primes of the form 

9n + 8 and put 

p = u  p i -

Then there is a rational integer d divisible by P and such that all curves 

Cm ; mx^ + + dz^ = 0 

where 

m I P^, m > 1, 

have rational points everywhere locally but not globally. 

U E is the curve defined by 

E : + y^ + dz^ = 0 
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where c/ is as in the theorem, then Cassels shows that the theorem implies that the 

Cm correspond to non-trivial elements in YS1{E/K) and so 

I  m{E/K) |> 3^. 

The 2-torsion in II1{EIK) has been studied with the most success. One reason 

for this is that the multiplication by 2 map is quite easy to describe. It has been 

shown that the 2-rank of 1!1{E/K) can be arbitrarily leirge. For example, Kramer [8] 

studied the family of curves: 

E : xy = — (16m)x^ — (8m)x — m 

and proved the following. 

Theorem 2.5.2. Let 

E : y^ xy = x^ — (16m)x^ — (8m)x — m 

n > 0, i  = ii---  inT, m = mi • • • m„5 

Suppose the following hold: 

(i) ii,..., in, mi,..., rrin are distinct odd primes with ii = 1 (mod 4) for 1 <i <n. 

(ii) r and s are positive odd integers and each prime factor ofr is 1 (mod 4). 

(iii)i = 16m + 1 

(iv) the Legendre symbols = (—1)^'-^ for 1 <i <n. 

Then 

I m{E/K) |> 2n. 

The above examples apply specifically to the cases m = 2,3. etc.. The exact 

sequence (2.4.2) tells us that if we knew the Selmer group and the rank of E{K), we 

would know the size of the (^torsion subgroup of m.{E/K). However the rank is hard 

to find. Our approach in examing torsion in ]I1{E/K) focuses on the Cassels-Tate 

pairing. 
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2.6 Definition of the Cassels—Tate Pairing 

Let A be an abelian variety over a number field, and denote by A the dual 

abelian variety. The Cassels-Tate pairing, defined by Cassels for elliptic curves and 

by Tate in general, is defined as a pairing 

<, >: m{K, A) X m{K, i) Q/Z 

which is nondegenerate modulo the infinitely divisible subgroup. Elliptic curves have 

the property that E = E. Suppose that 0 is an isogeny of elliptic curves 

and that E' E is the dual isogeny, so that 0 o 0 = [m] :  E'  —> E' .  Then we will 

define a restriction of the Cassels-Tate pairing to the kernel of 0: 

<, >: m^K, E) X E) -> Q/Z. 

2.6.1 Conditions 

To simplify the description of the pairing, we make the assumption that there is 

a fixed isomorphism of Gal(i<r/ii£r)-modules 

z: = Z/mZ©//rn (2.6.1.1) 

and that an isogeny ^ is chosen so that 

E'̂  = i-\l.lmZ). (2.6.1.2) 

Note that (2.6.1.2) gives a choice of generator, P' for E'^, namely P' = f^l) ̂ nd 

E is defined as a quotient of E'; E = E'/{P'). Furthermore, (2.6.1.2) implies that 

the dual isogeny, (f>, has kernel E^ = Hm, and (2.6.1.1) implies that the map 

has a Galois equivariant section 

s:E^-^ E'^. (2.6.1.3) 
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Suppose that Q is a generator for E^. Then the section 2.6.1.3 gives a natural 

choice of Q' so that ^{Q') = Q, E'^ = {P') © {Q'), s{Q) = Q' © 1. We also have an 

isomorphism 

ei^ ^ 

X e^(x,  P')  

Under this isomorphism, Q maps to a generator e = e^{Q, P') of Hm- A choice Q, Q',  

or e determines a choice of the other two. 

2.6.2 The Pairing 

If i is a global point or cocycle, denote by its localization. Let a, a' € U1^{E/K) 

and choose b,bf m H^{K,E^) mapping to a,a' respectively. By the definition of 

^.{E/K), for each valuation v, a maps to zero in H^{Ky,E) and so it is clear from 

the diagram 

S^{E/K) C H^{K,E^) C H\K,E)^ 

i 1 
E'{K,) ^ H\K,,E) 

II 4 
E'{K,) ^ H\K,,E'^) 

that by can be lifted to an element 6„,i € E'^ that is in the image of E'{Ky). 

At this point, the general definition (see Milne [12]) requires us to lift 6 to a cochain 

6i such that 0»(6i) = 6. Here we can use the section s to lift 6, and in fact we 

get a cocycle hi = s,6, which considerably simplifies the rest of the definition. Now 

bv,i - 6i,u maps to zero under H^(Ky,E'^) -)> H^{Ky,E^) and so is the image of an 

element c„ E H^{Ky, E'-). Then the pairing is 

< b, b' >= ^ invy{cy U b[) (2.6.2.1) 
vsmfc 
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where the cup product is induced from the Weil pairing 

and inv„ is the canonical isomorphism fim) —^ Q/Z ( [3] Ch.VI §1). 

2.6.3 The Pairing as a Sum of Local Pairings 

We now show how this pairing can be expressed as a sum of local pairings. De

note the lifting of the Cassels-Tate pairingto x by <, > also. Because of the 

commutativity of the following diagram, 

0 E'{K)/<t>E{K) ^ S^{EIK) ^ m^{ElK) 0 

i 1 1 
0 E'{K^)/(t>E{K^) ^ H^{K^,E^) ^ H\K^,E)^ ^ 0 

for each valuation v € Mk-

Denote by the coboundary map E'{K^)/(f>E{K„) H^{Ky,E^) and consider 

the diagram 

and the fact that the third vertical arrow is zero, we get a map: 

E'{K,,)/<(>E{K,) (2.6.3.1) 

e^{k,)lcl>e'^{k,) 

E{K,)/^E'{K,) H'{K,,E'^) 

0 E'{K,)/<i>E{K,) H\K,,E^) 
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Let X, y G E'{Ky)/<l>E{Kv). Let Xi be a lifting of i to E'{Kv)f(()^E'{Kv). Then 

and s^i^{x) both have the same image in H^{K„,E^),  so — sj^(x)) 

is the image of an element Cy 6 H^{Kv, E'^. Define 

<x,y >„= inv^[cv U (2.6.3.2) 

Proposition 2.6.3.3. The map 

<, >„: E'{K,)/<i>E{K^) X E'{K,)/<i>E{Ky) -> Q/Z 

is a bilinear pairing of abelian groups. 

Proof: First we show that the pairing is well-defined. If xi is changed by some 

(t>t € (f>E{Ky)f(j)^E'{Kv), then c„ is modified by i^{t). It follows from the bilinearity 

of the cup product pairing that 

{cv "I" — (cy u "f" 

so the pairing changes by {i^{t) U i(t,{x)). However the images of i^ ane i^ annihilate 

each other in the cup product pairing (see [11] 1.14), so the pairing is unchanged. 

A similar argument shows that the pairing does not depend on a choice for c„ and 

that the pairing is linear in the first argument. The linearity in the second argument 

follows from the fact that is a homomorphism together with the bilinearity of the 

cup product. • 

Theorem 2.6.3.4. The Cassels-Tate pairingon x may be expressed as a sum 

of local pairings 

< 6 , 6 ' > =  ^  >v, modZ 
v^mk 

where is the map (2.6.3.1). 
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Proof: We have that x = Iv,4,{b), y = 4,0(6), s.z>(x) = 61,», = 6„,i, and 

so the c„ in (2.6.3.2) is the same as the c„ in (2.6.2.1). • 

Since our goal is to say something about the (^torsion in Ul{E/K), we need to 

know both the  ̂ elmer group and a formula for the Cassels-Tate pairingon S^{E/K). 

Our definitions above are fairly abstract. Rather than work with these definitions, 

we will consider the Selmer group as a subgroup of Q''/(Q*)'". In both of our 

applications, i.e the cases m = 2 and m = 5, we will be able to show that the local 

pairings are equivalent to much simpler pairings on /(Q^ )^ x /(Q* )^. Once we 

have the Selmer group and a nice formula for the pairing, we will be able to use them 

to gain information about the size of 
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Chapter 3 

2-TORSION 

3.1 A Family of Curves 

In this chapter, we will use the Cassels-Tate pairing to detect 2-torsion in the 

Shafarevich Tate group of a family of elliptic curves which has all of its 2-torsion 

defined over Q. Suppose that <j> : E -¥ E' \s an isogeny of degree 2. The strategy 

we will use was outlined in the previous chapter: determine the 0-Selmer group of 

E and find a computable formula for the Cassels-Tate pairing . Since Tn.{E/K) is 

the quotient of the 0-Sehner group by E'{K)/<i)E{K), and the pairing is trivial on 

elements of the Selmer group coming firom E'{K)/(f>E{K), we can use the pairing to 

find non-trivial 0 (and therefore 2) torsion in III(£'/Q). 

Take K = Q and consider the family of curves given by the equation 

Suppose that A is fixed and write E' = E^. Since A E Z, all of the 2-torsion on 

E' is defined over Q, and there is an isomorphism 

Let P' = (1,0) and define a degree 2 isogeny, ^ : E' E, so that 

E'̂  = {P') ^ Z/2Z. 

According to Velu [21], the isogeny ^ is explicitly described by the following 

relations: 

E [ : s ^ = t { t - l ) { t - X )  X e Z .  (3.1.1) 

2: ^2 = 'Ljl'L © Z/2Z. 
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and E has Weierstrass equation 

E  : y ^  =  { x  ~  X  +  l)(x^ — 2a: + 4A — 3). (3.1.2) 

Choose Q' = (A, 0) and let Q = 0(Q') = (A — 1,0). The isogeny <j> : E E' \s 

determined by 

e^ = {q)^fx2-

Our first task is to compute S^{E/K). The definition of both the Selmer group 

and the pairing is a bit abstract. Rather than work with cocycles and cochains, 

it is much simpler to work with elements in To achieve this, we will 

map the groups in which we are interested into Q'^/(Q'^)^. These same maps allow 

us to define the Cassels-Tate pairing in terms of a simi of simple local pairings on 

qp /(Qp X Qp /(Qp )^- We will then be able to give a completely expUcit description 

of S^{E/K) and an easy formula for the local pairings. Finally we put the information 

together to get information on the size of UI^{E/Q). 

3.2 Maps into 

Let (j) •. E E' denote any isogeny of elliptic curves, and let m be an integer 

annihilating E^. Let P' € E'^ and Dp' be a divisor over K which represents P'. 

Suppose fpt is a function satisfying {fp<) = mDp'. Let S e £"(Q) and let or be a 

zero cycle on E' representing 5, i.e., a zero cycle which sums to S, whose support 

does not contain zeroes of fp' or P'. If we evaluate fpi on such zero cycles, we get an 

element of K^. We can show that if a is a zero cycle with 53 ® 0 or a = where 

^ is a zero cycle on E, then fp'ict) 6 Thus we will get a map 

LP' : E'{K)I4>E{K) (3.2.1) 

by evaluating /p/ on zero cycles. 

Proposition 3.2.2. Lp' is a well defined map. 
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Proof; Write D = Dpi for a divisor representing P' and / = fp' where (/) = mD. 

First note that if D' is another divisor over K representing P' which is linearly 

equivalent to D, and f is a. function with divisor mD', then D — D" = {g) for some 

function g E K{E'). Thus mD — mD' = (^'") so f = f mod (K^)^ so the map 

depends only on P', not the divisor chosen to represent P'. 

To see that the map is well-defined, we must show that if we modify a zero cycle 

on E'{K) by a cycle of the form or by a cycle q with S<: = 0, then the image 

under tp' is only modified by an element of Let ^ be a fimction in K{E) with 

divisor <j)~^D. Then (/ o 0) = m<p~^D = m{g) = (g"^),  so /(0^) € Finally 

suppose that is a cycle with Sc = 0 and let ^ be a fimction with divisor (g) = q. 

According to Lang's reciprocity (c.f. [9]), f((g)) = g((f)) = ff(mD) = g(D)"^ and so 

/(<;) e • 

As explained in §2.6.1, the Weil pairing induces an isomorphism 

fjL^, X -)• e^(x, P") 

which in turn induces a map 

jp> : h\k,e^) 

where the equality is from the canonical map from Kummer theory. 

Lemma 3.2.3. jp' o = bp,; where is the coboundary map from (2.3.1). 

Proof: Let S 6 E'{K)/(I>E{K). The coboundary map sends S to the cocy-

cle = Sa '• {c where = S. Composing with the map jp> 

gives e,(,{Sff,P'). On the other hand, tp'{S) can be represented (using the Kum

mer isomorphism to identify = H^{K,Hm)) by the cocycle c<r: tr 

where = fp'{<;) where we've taken = (S) — (O). If D is a divisor represent-

ing P' whose support does not contain S, O, or R, and / is a function on E' with 

(/) = mD, then ip'(5) = f{(S) — (O)). Let ^ be a function on E with divisor 
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0 ^D. Then (/ o 0) = Tn<(> = (g"^), so f o (f> = g'^ mod Q^/(Q^)^. Writing 

= f{{S)-{0)) =/o<^((i2)-(0)) =^'"((i2)-(0)), wecantaket = ^((i2)-(0))and 

so = giiaR) - R) = g{{P' + S^) - P') = e^(5^, P') (2.2.1). • 

3.2.1 The Sehner group as a subgroup of K^/{K^)^ 

Using the above maps, it is possible (and often useful) to identify S^{E/K) with 

a subgroup of K^/{K^)"^ as follows. Consider the diagram 

0 E'iK)/<l>E{K) H\K,E^) 

1 i 1 
0 » E'(K„)l.t>E{K,) H\K,Et) K^/lK^r 

then 

S ^ { E / K )  =  { x e K ' ' / { K T \ x y € l m ( i ^ o j p . ) \ / v e M K }  

= { x e  K ^ ' / i K T  I arv e ImM \fv G Mk) (3.2.1.1) 

3.2.2 A formula for the local pairing if Kv contains the mth roots of unity 

Having defined the Selmer group as a subset of K^/{K^)"^, we would like to have 

a formula for the Cassels-Tate pairing as a pairing on /{K^)^ x K^/{K^)^. 

Recall that for 

x,yeSt(E/K) 

<x,y>= ^  < x,y >„ mod Z 
v^mk 

where the local pairing was defined by formula (2.6.3.2). 

For this section we will suppose that is a field complete with respect to a 

discrete valuation v and that Ky contains the mth roots of unity. Let 

( , ) , : k } / ( k ^ r x k ^ / ( k ; r  -> Mm 

(x,y) —> 
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be the m-Hilbert norm residue symbol on the field with y any element of K* 

mapping to y, and let [, ] denote the Artin symbol. If C, C ^ ^th C a generator, 

then Ind(^{Q') is the unique element u of ;^Z/Z such that = C'-

Theorem 3.2.2.1. Let x,y G E'{K„)/(j>E{Kv), then 

<x,y >„= Inde.{P',Q)[{LQ'{xi),Lp.{y)y],  

where Xi is any lifting of x to E'{K^)/mE'{Kx,). 

Proof: Kummer Theory gives isomorphisms and we 

have ^hn ® fXm) = /Xm via 

so it follows from Serre [18] Ch. XIV, §2, Prop. 5, that the Hilbert pairing may 

be identified with the cup product pairing: 

( j  ) m  •  H  ( ^ K y ,  ̂ I j n )  ®  H  { K v i  f h n )  ^  ̂  l ^ m  ®  I M n ) -

Fix P' and Q as generators of E'- and E^, respectively and let e = e^(Q, P')  so 

then e^{P\Q) = Then a 6 H^{Kv,E'^) can be represented by some m^P', and 

P € E^) can be represented by some UtQ and they pair under the cup product 

pairing to 

Furthermore, jp'{a) corresponds to and JQ(/?) corresponds to so they 

pair under the Hilbert symbol to (e® go we get the following commutative 

diagram: 

( x - k ; ^ / ( . k ^ r x k i / ( k ^ r  —> 
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Now, since the composition of maps: 

iZ/Z®,V >• Am 

is just a —> e""", it follows that 

/n4^(P',Q)0>(-), jq(-))TO = Inv{' U •)• 

Now the formula for our local pairing (2.6.2.1) is 

< x , y  >„= /m;(c„ Ui^{y)) = Ind^^(^p'^Q){jp>{cy),jQ{i4,{y)))^,  

where c„ € E'^) is an element mapping to i^{xi) — s^i^{x), and Xi is a lifting 

of X to E'lmE'. Note, however, that by using the fact that Q' = sQ, ^Q' = Q, and 

the properties of the Weil pairing, that jp>{cy) = 3cr{i^{xi)). 

The proposition now follows from Lemma 3.2.3. • 

3.3 m = 2 

We now apply the maps in the previous two sections to the case m = 2. Continuing 

with our example, we have (for some fixed A € Z), E': ̂  = i(i—l)(t—A), P' = (1,0), 

Q' = (A, 0),  and E given by £" = E'/{P').  

According to (3.2.1.1), the 0-Selmer group of £" is given by 

S ^ i E / K )  =  { x e  I G ImM Vt; € MQ}. 

Since m = 2, all local fields contain the 2nd roots of unity, so Theorem 3.2.2.1 tells 

us that the local pairing is 

< x , y  >„= Tnde.^p,^Q)[{LQ>{xi),  tp/(y))„], 

where Xi is any lifting of x to E'{Ky)/<l>^E'{K„). 
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Consequently, to find the Selmer group we need to find the images of the map 

for all u 6 Mq, and to compute the pairing we need to know the image of the Selmer 

group under the map 

for all i; e A/q. 

As noted earlier, these maps are defined by evaluating certain functions on zero 

cycles. The images of the map ip' are found by constructing points on E'{Qu) in the 

inverse image of an element of or showing that none exist. To simplify our 

theorems and proofs considerably, we will assimie from now on that ord2(A — 1) >3, 

although the proofs of other cases are no more difficult, just long and tedious to state. 

The proof that the images are as claimed in the Theorem below is purely constructive 

and rather long, so is not presented here, but is included in Appendix B. 

For the rest of this chapter, if x 6 S^f^E/Q) C denote by the 

image of x in /(Q^)^ and let iZi be an element of E'{Qu)/4)E{Qo) mapping to x„,-

i.e. rx = tv,4,{x) (c.f. 2.6.3.1). Note that by the equation for e', the primes of bad 

reduction are those dividing A(A — 1). Denote by c a non-square unit in <Q^. Then 

for V ^  2, we will  write Q* /(Q^ — {1, e,  v, ve}.  

Theorem 3.3.1. Let E be given by (3.1.2) for A E Z with ord2(X — 1) > 3. Let 0 be 

the isogeny with kernel ((A — 1,0)). The image of the maps Lp>, and lq> are given as 

follows. 

(i)If V is a prime of good reduction for E', then Im{Lp>) = {l,e} and 

Im(LQ>) C {l,e}. 

(ii) If ordu{X) > 0, v ̂ 2, v = l (mod 4), then Im(Lp') = {l}, and lq>{Ri) = 1. 

(Hi) If or4(A) > 0, V ^2, V = Z (mod 4), then Im{Lp,) = {l,e}, and iQ'{R{) = 1; 
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iQ'(-Re) = 

(iv) IforduiX — 1) > 0, V ^ 2 or V = 2 and or<^j(A — 1) 7^ 4, then 

ImM = Qinosf,  "nd = tp.(Ry) = y, for all  y € Q?/(«)'•  

(v) I fv = 2 and ord^{X — 1) = 4, then Im{cp') = Z*/(Z^)^, and 

iQ^iRy) = ipr{Ry) = y for all y 6 

(vi) Ifv = oo, then if X <0, Im{tpt{Ry)) = {±1},/m(iQr(i2i)) = {1}, and if 

A > 0, Im{LQt{Rx)) = {il}, l-Q'iRy) — l-Q'iRx)-

3.3.1 The Selmer Group 

Since elements in the 0-Selmer group are elements in which are in the 

image of lp> for all U € MQ, a consequence of Theorem 3.3.1 is an explicit determina

tion of S^{E/K). We will denote by the quadratic symbol which is defined to 

be +1 if a is a square modulo the prime q and —1 otherwise. 

Theorem 3.3.1.1. Let E be given by (3.1.2) for A e Z with or<^(A — 1) > 3. Let <f> 

be the isogeny vnth kernel ((A — 1,0)). Let 

E = {g € Mq I ordq[X) > 0, g = 1 (mod 4)}. 

Let X € Q, and denote by [ar] the class ofx in Q'^/Q'^)^. [x\ E S^{E/^ ^ 

( ) For every p \  x,  either p is odd and ordp{X — 1) > 0, or p = 2 and ord2{X — 

1)^4. 

( ) (1) = 1 v« e E. 

Proof: By (3.2.1.1), St,{E/K) = {i e Q*/(Q^)^ |  i. e Im(tp,)Vv e Ms-}. 

Thus X will be in the 0-Selmer group if and only if it is in the image of tp' in 

/(QU for all U 6 MQ. The images of these maps are given by Theorem 3.3.1. 

Note that Xy is a unit in /(Q^ )2 if and only if v /\x. If u is a prime of good 

reduction for v 2,ord„(A) > 0, or u = 2,ord2(A — 1) = 4, then /m(ip') only 

contains units. Moreover, the images of ipr contain all of the units except when u G E, 
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in which case Im{Lp>) is trivial. It follows that in order iot  x  ̂  /K),  x \s odd, 

then ord„(a:) > 0 =• ord„(A — 1) > 0 and ord2(a;) > 0 ordaCA — 1) ^ 4. (condition 

(a)). Furthermore, in order for to be trivial in Qi^/(Q^)^ for t; € E, we must have 

that X is a square modulo v condition (b). Since no other conditions are imposed 

by the images of tp', these two conditions are sufficient. •. 

3.3.2 The Local Pairings 

Our goal in this section is to get an easily computable formula for the Cassels-

Tate pairingFirst, note that e^{P',Q) = —1. Indeed, it is clear from the equation 

for E',  with P' = (1,0),  Q' = (A, 0),  that as sets,  we can write E2 = {P') © {Q').  

According to our discussion on the Weil pairing in §2.2, e2(P', P') = 1. Suppose that 

we also had 62(P', Q') = 1, then by the bilinearity of the Weil pairing, for all 5 € £"2, 

S = aP' + bQ', we have e2(P',5) = e2(P',aP' + bQ') = e2(P', P')"e2(P',Q')' = 1-

The non-degeneracy of the Weil pairing implies that P' = O, a. contradiction, thus 

e2(P',Q') = —1. Our result then follows since 

We have that (, )„,the 2-Hilbert norm residue symbol at the prime u, is simply: 

Furthermore, if x 6 S^{E/K) then Theorem 3.3.1 tells us that Lp'(Iv,4>{Rx)) = Xy, 

and so the pairing is 

x , y  e  S ^ i E / Q ) ,  

e^{p',q)=e^{p',^')=e2{p',q') = -1-

(x, j/)„ = 1 if there is a, 6 € s.t. — x6^ = y 
—I otherwise; 

mod Z. 
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p = 1 (mod 4) P = 3 (mod 4) 
1 e p pe p = oo 1 e p pe 

1 1 1 1 1  1 -1 1 1 1 1 1  
e 1 1 - 1 - 1  1  11 e 1  1 - 1 - 1  
P 1 - 1  1 - 1  - 1  1 - 1  p  1 - 1 - 1  1  

pe 1 - 1 - 1  1  pe 1 - 1  1 - 1  
p = 2 

1 - 3 -3 2 -2 2-3 -2-3 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1  

-1 1 - - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1  1  
3 1 - - 1 1 - 1 1  1  - 1  

-3 1 1  1 - 1 - 1  - 1  - 1  
2 1 - 1 - 1  1  1  - 1  - 1  

-2 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1  1  - 1  
2-3 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1  1  

-2-3 1 - 1  - 1  - 1 - 1 1  1  

FIGURE 3.1. Hilbert Norm Residue Symbols for n = 2 

Equivalently we can think of it as a prodcut 

< x,y >= € MQ{Xy, LQ'{Ry))v 

This is just a product of Hilbert norm residue symbols. See figure 3.3.2 for a complete 

table giving the Hilbert symbol for n = 2, where e represents the class of non-square 

units mod p. 

To get a formula for the local pairing, we need only to compute the 2-Hilbert 

pairing on the x € S^{E/K) with the images of the lq> and these can be read from 

Theorem 3.3.1. Such an analysis allows us to quickly reduce the pairing to a finite 

product of local hilbert pairings. 

The next two propositions give us computable formulas for the pairing. 

Proposition 3.3.2.1. Let 5 = {v G MQ | ordy(X) is odd, and u = 3 (mod 4)}. If 

V ^S,  then <x,y >„= (x„,yv)„. 

Proof: If X 6 s<t,(e/q) C Q'^/(Q'')^, then Theorem 3.3.1.1(a) told us that 
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v \ x ^  o r d v ( A — 1 )  >  0  w h i c h  i m p l i e s  t h a t  i ;  i s  a  p r i m e  o f  b a d  r e d u c t i o n  f o r  E' and that 

ordt,(A) = 0. Thus in particular, if u ^ 2 is a prime of good reduction for E', ord„(A) > 

0, u = 1 (mod 4), or ord„(A) is even and u = 3 (mod 4), then and are units 

in and so pair trivially under the hilbert pairing; (x„, = 1. However 

Theorem 3.3.1 tells us and iQ'iRy) are also imits in Q^/(Q*)^ and again pair 

trivially imder the hilbert symbol (see Figure 3.3.2). Thus (x,y)„ = (xy, iQ'{Ry))v = 

1 = {xv,yv)v If ord„(A — 1) > 0, then Theorem 3.3.1 tells us that lq>{Rv) = Vv and 

again we have < x„, >„= (ar„, iQ'{Ry))v = {^v, yv)v 

Lemma 3.3.2.2. Let 5 = {u e Mq | ord^{\) is odd, and v = 2 (mod 4)}. For 

Proof: If X, 7/ G and v E S, then by Theorem 3.3.1.1 we know that ?/„ 6 

I ) and so (Xr» yv)v 1-- Thus ^iV ^v~ yv)v — ~ 

1 by the product formula for absolute values (cf. [10]). • 

Our final formula for the Cassels-Tate pairing arises when considering a pairing 

on the units in Q^/(Qil^)^. There is a unique non-trivial pairing on the units, which 

we will denote [, ]„; namely 

defined by [1, l]u = [1, e]® = l]t; = 1 and [e, e]v = —1 where e is the non-trivial 

element in 

Proposition 3.3.2.3. Let E be given by (3.1.2) for A G Z with ordi{\ — 1) > 3. Let 

0 be the isogeny with kernel ((A—1,0)). Let S = {v G MQ | ordy{X) is odd, and v = 3 

(mod 4)}. Then the Cassels-Tate pairing is 

x , y  e S^(E/Q), 

[,]„:Z„V(Z^)'xZ„V(Z-)2->^2, 
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Proof; Since by Lemma 3.3.2.2 < x, y >„= 1, it is enough to show that for 
vis 

ail V E S, < x,y >„= [ar, y]„. Let v  €  S .  According to Theorem 3.3.1.1(a), if 

x,y e then x^, = 1, e depending on whether x and y are squares modulo v. 

By Theorem 3.3.1, if = 1, LQt{Ry) = 1, and if = e, then iQ'(/2e) = v. With 

these possibilities for Xy and t'Q'(Ry), the only time the Hilbert pairing is non-trivial 

is if (x„,tQ'(Ry)) = (e,u) ^ x^ = e and LQ'{Ry) = e j = —1, and so 

(a^vj yv)v = Ij but this is exactly the same as the pairing above so < x,y >„= [x, y]„. 

• 

Now that we have an effective method for computing both the Selmer group and 

the Cassels-Tate pairing , we have hope of using it to gather information about 2-

torsion in 1IL{E/Q). The conditions to be in the Selmer group and the pairing depend 

on the congruence of v (mod 4) for primes dividing A and A — 1. Thus by careful 

choice of A we can create curves with specified sizes of 0-torsion in in(£'/Q). 
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Chapter 4 

5-TORSION 

4.1 A Family of Curves 

In this chapter, we will study the 5—torsion in the Shafarevich-Tate group of a 

family of elliptic curves. Consider the family of elliptic curves parametrized by the 

following equation: 

2 3 u20 _ 228u^5 + 494u^° + 228u^ -f-1 
y — ^ — — X 
^ 48 

+ 522u^ - 10005^2° - 10005w^° - 522^^ + i 
+ sS • ("•'•D 

Throughout this chapter, we will suppose that E' is given by this equation for an 

arbitrary (but fixed) u € Q, w in lowest terms. Define 

, . -t- 12u® — 12w^ + 24rz® + zou" + 60w'* + 36u^ + 2414^ + 12u + 1 , ^ 
Xoiu) = — , (4.1.2) 

, . + 6ti® = 21vJ + 29w® -I- 25?z^ + + 9u^ + 414^ 4- u 
yoiu) = , 

and let P' = (xo(u), yo{u)).  Fix a 5th root of unity e and define R' = (xo(ew), yQ{eu)).  

If cr e Gal(Q/Q), then the action on R is just crR = + (1 — x(<^))^ where 

X ' -G is the cyclotomic character. The above formulas are due to Rubin 

and SUverberg [17] and it is easy to check that the points P' and R' are independent 

points of order 5. Further, the subgroup generated by Q' = P' — R' is stable under 

the action of the Galois group. Thus as Gal(Q/Q-modules, (Qu) = /is and we have 

an isomorphism 

i: E'̂  Itlhlj X /X5. 
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With this isomorphism, this family of curves satisfies the conditions set forth in §2.6 

and, adapting the notation in that section we have: 

^ : E' E; <i>: E E'\ o 0 = [5]; 

£:'[5] = (n ® <Q'>: = (n ̂  Z/5Z: £• = (<?> ^*<5, ei{P',Q)=(, 
(4.1.3) 

where ^Q' = Q. Finally, the galois map ^ : E'^ E^ has a natural section 

s : E^ —)• E'^ 

Q —> Q' © 1. 

Our goal is to be able to say something about the 5-torsion in the Shafarevich-

Tate group of E. Our strategy for doing this will be the same as that in the last 

chapter: find the Selmer group and compute the Cassels-Tate pairing on its elements. 

However, the pairing is not as straightforward as it was in the case of m = 2. For 

m = 2, the pairing was calculated by applying Theorem 3.2.2.1 and explicitly finding 

and examining the image of certain maps. These maps are not at all obvious in general 

and so we need to use a different approach to analyze the 5-torsion. The family of 

curves parametrized by 4.1.1 has some nice reduction properties which cause the local 

pairing to be trivial everywhere except at primes where p s 1 (mod 5) is a prime of 

bad reduction for E'. This, however, is exactly the case when we can apply the ideas 

in § 3.2.2 and relate the Cassels-Tate pairing to a sum of local Hilbert pairings. 

4.2 Reduction Properties 

Suppose E' is a minimal, integral Weierstrass equation for an elliptic curve over 

Q. Let V e MQ and deonote by F„ the residue field of Zy. Reducing the coefficients of 

the (minimal) Weierstrass equation for E' by u, we get the (possibly singular) reduced 

curve, E' over F„. 
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E' is said to have good reduction at u if is non-singular, multiplicative reduction 

if is singular with a node and additive reduction if is singular with a cusp. We 

now further differentiate between two types of multiplicative reduction. E' is said to 

have split multiplicative reduction if E' has multiplicative reduction and the slopes 

of the tangent lines to the node are defined over the residue field, F„,- otherwise, E' 

has non-split multiplicative reduction at v. Denote by EnaiFy) the set of nonsingular 

points on E' and by £'o(Q„) the set of points on E'/Q^ reducing to the points on 

ensiey). 

4.2.1 The Tate Parametrization 

Theorem 4.2.1.1. [Tate] 

(i) If E'/Q has split multiplicative reduction at v, then there is a q E with 

l^lu < 1 such that there is an isomorphism of Gal{Qy/Qo) modules: 

with 

£'(a,)=«/9^ 

K m  ̂  K -

(ii) If E'/Q has non-split multiplicative reduction at v, then there is an unram-

ified quadratic extension L/Qi, such that there is a q € Qo, with |5|„ < 1 and an 

isomorphism over L: 

t : C/«^ -• £'(Q.) 

and 

£'(0.) ^ {u G i'' I NormcKkM £ 
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Examination of the Tate parametrization for E' at various u, together with the 

isomorphism of Gal(Q/Q)-moduies, £Jg = allows us to characterize the 

reduction behavior of E' at all primes. 

Lemma 4.2.1.2. Let E' be given by with u G Q. Suppose that v ^ o is a 

prime of bad reduction for E'. Then E' has multiplicative reduction at v. If v is a 

prime of bad reduction such that either v = I (mod 5) or v^ ^ I (mod 5) then the 

reduction type is necessarily split multiplicative. 

Proof: By assrmiption, "LfoZ C. £^'(Q) C £/'(Q„). Now, suppose that E' has 

additive reduction at a prime v ^ b. Then ( [19] p.358-9) \E'/Eq\ < 4 so it must 

also be the case that EQ(QV) has a subgroup of order 5. Consider the following exact 

sequence. 

0 —> £'[(Q„) —>• •£'o(Qu) —E'nsiFj,) -> 0 

The group E[(Qt,)  is isomorphic to E'{Zy),  the formal group of the elliptic curve, 

which is known to have no non-trivial torsion of order 5, thus since EQ(Q„) has a 

subgroup of order 5, then it must be the case that E'ns{Fy) has a subgroup of order 

5. However, if we have additive reduction here, then E'„g{F„) = F/, which is a 

contradiction. Therefore, E' has either good or multiplicative reduction at v since 

u ^ 5. 

Suppose that E' has non-split multiplicative reduction at u ^ 5. Then E'{Qo) has 

a Tate parametrization defined over an unramified quadratic extension L/Qo-. 

with the property that 

= {u G I"" I norml/q„ (w) e q^)/(^ (4.2.1.3) 
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We will see that the only time this can possibly occur is if u ^ 1 (mod 5), = 1 

(mod 5). This can be shown by considering the subgroups of order 5 on both sides 

of equation (4.2.1.3). 

First consider the right hand side of equation (4.2.1.3). The only possible sub

groups of order 5 in Jare /is (if L contains the bth roots of unity) or those of 

the form (Cs?"''®) for 0 < a < 5 and Q 6 /is. However, \NorTni/Q^Q^^^\ = = 

but 2a/5 ^ Z unless a = 0. Thus the right hand side of equation (4.2.1.3) has 

at most 1 subgroup of order 5 depending on whether L* contains the 5th roots of 

unity. 

Now consider the left hand side of equation (4.2.1.3). If u ^ 1 (mod 5), then 

^ Qi; and so £^'(Qu) has only one subgroup of order 5, namely that corresponding 

to the Z/5Z in ^'^(Q). But by the aguement above, the right hand side has a subgroup 

of order 5 if and only if contains the 5th roots of unity which can only happen if 

= 1 (mod 5). 

If u = 1 (mod 5) then /is C qv But since e'̂  = fis® this means that 

E'{Qv) has a subgroup isomorphic to /is © "Llhh, but the right hand side of equation 

(4.2.1.3) has at most one subgroup of order 5, so this cannot occur and we get split 

multiplicative reduction in this case. • 

Determining the reduction behavior at u = 5 requires a bit more work. We must 

examine the Kodaira type of the special fiber of the minimal Neron model for E' over 

Qs- With K = Qa, Table 4.2.1 gives the classification of the Kodaira symbol where 

is a minimal discriminant of E at v. Since here we need only examine the table 

to get the information desired we will not discuss the Neron model. For details about 

the table and Neron models, see Neron [14]. 

Proposition 4.2.1.4. Let E' be given by (4.1.1). 

Then the minimal Neron model for E' over Qg has special fiber of Kodaira type: 

(i) Iq Z/U = 1,3 or 4 (mod 5), 



xodoiro symbol I„ (v>0) (I (II IV to iC(«>o) IV III* II* 

Special fiber C 

(the numOers 

indicate multi -

Dlicities) 

/ \ 
u 1 

t 1 
1 t V X •i 

J 

ZV 
(z 
\2 
2^ 

1XX2 

•X 

-v: 

4 
._2 

5. 

•« / ' 

4v^ 

'6 

F 
m » nutnoer of 
irreducible 
components 

I I z 3 s S • V 7 8 9 

E<K)/E,(K> 

s CdiVC'di) 

(0) (0) u even 

"h" 
u odd 

(0) 

C°(lc) g(k} ll* k* fc' k' R- k' k* k* 

1 Cntrias balotw this Una ara ualid only for char(k) • 2,3 ] 1 

ordy<Ay) 0 u 2 3 4 6 6 • \) 8 9 10 

fy • exponent of 
conductor « 
oray{Ay)*l-m 

0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

behavior of j srdy{j)«-« T-o 1-1728 I"0 '(iUO ordyU) 
•-V J-O r«l728 r-0 

TABLE 4.1. Table of Kodaira Symbols 
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(ii) hk «/5^||u, 

(in) III if u = 2 mod 5. 

Proof: With E' as above, we have the following formula for the discriminant, A, 

of E' given in terms of u: 

A = - o5n®° - 1205W''® - L3090w^° - 69585u^^ 

-134761w^° + 69585^2® - 13090^2° + 1205w^® - 55u^° + u^. 

If w = 1,3,4 mod 5, then A« = 4,2,4 mod 5, respectively, and so E^ has good 

reduction at 5 and therefore the special fiber over Qs is type Iq. 

Now suppose that u = 2 mod 5. Substituting u = 2 + 5fc in to A, we get 

A = o^®(r) — for some r with 5 /\r. Thus ord5(A) = 15. A minimal 

Weierstrass equation has ord5(A) < 12, so in particular, we don't have a minimal 

model for E'. However, any change of coordinates changes the discriminant by a 

power of 12. Thus, a change of coordinates to get the minimal discriminant would 

give ord5(A) = 15 — 12s. By examining Tate's table of reduction types (Tate), we see 

that the only possibility is for ord5(A) = 3 which implies that the type is either Iz or 

III. The question can be settled by looking at whether the curve has multiplicative 

reduction as in case Iz or additive reduction as in case III. We can decide this by 

looking at the valuation of C4. As in the case of the discriminant above, we can get a 

formula for 04(1/) on E' in terms of u: 

ci{u) = - 228tt^® + 494M^° + 228w® +1, 

and if M = 2 + 5A:, we get Ci{u) = 5^s — 5®(31)(61). The change of coordinates 

to bring E' to a minimal equation changes C4 by a power of 4 which implies that 

ord5(c4) 7^ 0 which implies the curve has additive reduction at 5 and therefore we 

have Kodaira type III .  
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Finally assume that Looking at a fonnula for the j-invariant of E', 

_ -(^20 _ 228u^^ -H 494k^° + 228u^ + 1)^ 
 ̂ 4- 11m® — 1)® 

it is clear that ordsO) = -bk. Finally, from the formula for C4, we see that 

ord5(c4) = 0, so the reduction at 5 is multiplicative and so we have Kodaira type I^k-

• 

Corollary 4.2.1.5. If E' is given by equation 4-1-1 for u € Q in lowest terms with 

u = 0 (mod 5),  then E'  has spli t  mult iplicative reduction at  v  ~o.  

Proof: By the above theorem, E' has Kodaira type 1^ at 5 which implies that the 

reduction type is multiplicative. Suppose that it is non-split multiplicative reduction. 

Then by Theorem 4.2.1.1(ii), we must have that 

^'(Qs) = {w € Z-'' I norml/q^{u) G 9^}/?^. 

Now £"(05) has a subgroup of order 5 coming from the Z/5Z in E'^, but as we saw in 

the proof of Lemma 4.2.1.2, the right hand side of the above equation has a subgroup 

of order 5 if and only if the unramified quadratic extension L contains the 5th roots 

of unity. However, the 5th roots of unity are not contained in any quadratic extension 

of Qs, so the right hand side has no subgroup of order 5 and we must in fact have 

split multiplicative reduction. • 

4.2.2 Split Multiplicative Reduction 

The Tate parametrization from Theorem 4.2.1.1 gives rise to the following com

mutative diagram. 
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0 ^ ^5 ^ ^ ^ 0 

1 1 1 
0 ^ Q;; _L_^ £;f(Qj ^ 0 

i 4 4_ 
0 »- ^ ^ E'{Q„) J' 0 

1 1 1 
0 0 

1 
0 
Diagram 4.1 - The Tate Parametrization 

If u is a prime of split multiplicative reduction, then taking Gal(Q„/Q„) cohomol-

ogy of this diagram gives: 

0 0 

i 1 
«/(«)= —^ £'(ia)/5£'(Q.) • 0 

I "•'i 

1 1 
We conclude from this that the image of E'{Qu)/5E'{Qy) in H^(Qu,E'^) is isomor

phic to H^{Qo,f^5)- To determine which subgroup of E'^ corresponds to we need 

to express r(e) in terms of P' and Q', where e is the fixed 5th root of unity defined 

in the beginning of the chapter. If (Q„ does not contain the oth roots of unity (i.e., 

V (mod 5)) then there is a unique possibility, but if Q„ contains the 5th roots of 

unity there is more than one. 

For primes of split multiplicative reduction, we distinguish between the case 

where u ^ 1 (mod 5) and where v = 1 (mod 5). In both cases, we have the Tate 
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paxametrization, defined over Qi,: 

First we will suppose that u ^ 1 (mod 5) is a prime of split multiplicative reduction 

for E'. Since v^l (mod 5) then has no 5 torsion, but {P') = Z/5Z C E'{^) = 

Qy SO it follows that = P' for some a. That leaves us with the only 

possible subgroup of E'̂  mapping to to be {Q') .  Thus the coboundary map gives 

an isomorphism: 

h : £^'(Q«)/oi:'(Q„) © 1. (4.2.2.1) 

Now suppose that u = 1 (mod 5) and E' has split-multiplicative reduction at v. 

Since t; = 1 (mod 5) , then fis C Q„ and so all of the 5-torsion is defined over Qt,; 

i.e. fis © Z/5Z C £"(Qt;) — However this time, since <Q„ contains the oth 

roots of unity, there are more possibilities for the image of the torsion points under 

the Tate map. So the local picture is different; all we can say is that there exists 

some 0 < a,6 < 4 so that is : £"(Qu)/5£^'(Q„) ->• Ĥ {Qo, (aQ' + bP')). Note that 

a and b depend on a choice of Q' which is determined by a choice of embedding 

'• QifJ's)  Qt;- If we define A,, = -, and let Z = XyQ' + P' then we will write the 
a 

isomorphism as: 

i5 :  ̂ ' (a)/5^'(Q.)  (Z)) .  (4.2.2.2) 

We will see that A„ does not depend on a choice of embedding. 

4.2.3 Non-split Multiplicative Reduction 

Finally we consider the case of non-split multiplicative reduction for E' at v. 

Theorem 4.2.1.1 tells us that E' = where the isomorphism is defined over 

an unramified degree 2 extension, L. We saw in the proof of Lenmia 4.2.1.2 that 

^ = Quif^b)- As Gal(<Q„/<Q„)-modules, the isomorphism is twisted by the quadratic 
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character, of L, which acts by taking a bth root of unity to its inverse. Thus 

taking Gal(Q„/Q„) cohomology of Diagram 4.1 then gives us the following 'twisted' 

diagram: 

0 0 

I i 
e{q.)/5E'm >• 0 

1 '4 
0 > >• ••• 

I i 
Here the image of E'{Q„)/oE'{<Q„) in H^{Qa,E'5) is isomorphic to a copy of 

^Ha,/i5(x)) = ̂ na,z/5z)-

We know that E'{Q^) has a subgroup isomorphic to Z/5Z generated by the ra

tional point  P'.  The Tate parametrization gives an isomorphism over L of E'{Qo) = 

[u E \ Normi,/Q^{u) 6 The only 5-torsion in the set on the right hand 

side comes from the hth roots of imity and so we get that the Tate parametrization 

maps the subgroup generated by P' to /is as an isomorphism of Gal(L/L)-modules. 

This says that as Gal(Q„/Qt,)-modules, E'^ = {P') = fisix) — Z/5Z. Thus the 

isomorphism is; 

h : ̂ '(Q«)/5E'(Q„) H\Q„,E'^) © 1. (4.2.3.3) 

4.3 The Selmer Group 

We can now use the above analysis to determine the 0—Selmer group for E. 

Theorem 4.3.1. Suppose that E' is given by 4.1.1 vuith u = 0 (mod 5) and E is 

as in 4.1.3. Let S = {u | u is a prime of non-split multiplicative reduction for E' }. 
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and let S be the subgroup of^l{^Y generated by the primes of split multiplicative 

reduction for E'. Then 

S^{E/Q) = (n e 5 I n 6 f  Vt; 6 S)/(- • - f  

Proof: If u € 5, then 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2 tell us that the map 0, : fl'^(Q„,£'5) -> 

E^) is suijective and so the local image of E'{Qa)/<t>E{Q„) is all of 

so there are no restrictions coming from these primes. If u £ E, then 4.2.3.3 tell us 

that 0, is trivial, so the image of ^'(<Qi,)/0£'('tJ,) in is trivial. These 

conditions tell us that n € n E S is a. 5th power in Q„ for all u 6 S. • 

Remark: If the discriminant of E' has no prime divisors v such that u ^ 1 

(mod 5), but = 1 (mod 5), then Lemma 4.2.1.2 implies that S = 0 and the 

Selmer group is simply generated by the primes of multiplicative reduction. 

4.4 The Local Pairings 

We proceed to compute the Cassels-Tate pairing by looking at the local pairings. 

Consider the following diagram where we suppose that u ^ 5 is a prime of bad 

reduction for E'. 

0 , E{Q.)/^E'{Q,) H'{Qu,E'^=H\Qu,{P')) 

1 I 

i 4 
For x, y e E'{Qu)/<f>E{^),  we wish to compute the local pairing 

K. x ,y — inv^[cfj  U ^'0(2/)] 

We recall how c„ is chosen. Let Xi be a lifting of x to E'jbE'.  Since the above 

diagram commutes, we have 0.(25(0:1)) = Z0(x) and so 0 = ^^isixi) - sj^(x)) = 
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(1—s»0,)(i5(a:i)). Thus there exists a c„ € H^{Qo,E'-) that maps to (1— 

This is the Co we use. This definitioa of the pairing and properties made obvious 

resulting from the Tate parametrization allow us to prove the following two lemmas 

determining the local pairings. 

Lemma 4.4.1. Let E, E' be as in 4.1.3 and suppose x, y € E'{Qu)/<l>E{Qa). If v is a 

complex or real archimedean valuation; v is non-archimedean, E' has good reduction 

at V ,  and v{m) = 0; v is  a prime of  non-spli t  mult iplicative reduction for E' ,  or i f  

u ^ 1 (mod 5) is a prime of split multiplicative reduction for E', then < x,y >„= 0. 

Proof: If u is a complex archimedean valuation, then invy = 0 so the local pairing 

is clearly trivial. If u is the real valuation, then R'* /(R'' is trivial so the pairing 

is also trivial. If E' has good reduction at v and v{m) = 0, then the corresponding 

cocycles are unramified in H^{G,E^) and H^{G,E'^) and so pair trivially (see [12] 

1.2.6). 

If E' has non-split multiplicative reduction at u, then we saw by (4.2.3.3) that 

the image of 25 in if^((Qu, ^5) was isomorphic to £^). Therefore we have that 

the image of must be trivial, so 1 = 0.(25(xi)) = i^{x) and so the local pairing is 

< X, y >„= inv^[cy U 1] = 0 and so the pairing is trivial. 

Finally if E' has split multiplicative reduction at v, but u ^ 1 (mod 5), then 

4.2.2.1 told us that the image of i^ in H^{Qo,E'^) was isomorphic to H^{Q.a,E^). It 

follows that the kernel of the vertical map is trivial and so c„ = 1 and the pairing, 

< x,y >„= invy[cy U 1] = 0, is again trivial. • 

Lemma 4.4.2. If v = l (mod 5) is a prime of bad reduction for E', then for x,y E 

E'iQ.)/4>Em, 

<x,y >„= Inde.{P' ,Q)itpr{x),  tp '(y))^^" 

where (, )5 is the Hilbert pairing and is as above. 



Proof: Suppose that u = 1 (mod 5) is a prime of bad reduction for E'. Suppose 

that an embedding, a : Qifis) Q„, has been chosen. Denote the image of the 

global points P', Q, Q', e with respect to this embedding by the same letter. Recall 

that we have the relations e^{P',Q) = e, e^(Q,P') = e~^, and 0Q' = Q. With 

these choices, the cocycles and /^(y) can be represented by some UrQ and 

m^Q, respectively. We also know by 4.2.2.2 that the image of is is isomorphic to 

{Z)) where we can write Z = Q' + X„P' for some A„ depending on the Tate 

parametrization. Representing isixi) by the cocycle r^Q' +r.j-XvP' and using the fact 

that 0«((rT.Q' + rrX^P') — n^Q' +1) = 0, we get = rir and so c„ can be represented 

by UrXvP'-

Finally, the maps jQ,jp' allow us to identify H^{Qu,E'-) = and 

fis), respectively. Hence the cocycle jqinT-XvP') can be rep

resented by jp'inrQ) <-*• e""", and jp'{m^Q) -<-> e"*?. 

Recall the diagram from (3.2.2). 

cup:H\K,,E'-)xH'{K,,E^) J-

( ,)„ :Kf/ iKfrxK^/iK}r —• 
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Using this diagram together with the fact that (Lenuna 3.2.3) jp' o = tp,, we get: 

<x,y>y = inv^[cy\Ji4,{y)] 

= inv \̂nr\,P' U m^Q] 

— Indf^jQ^TlT^vP )•> Jm^Q^jv 

= /nrfe((c<8) 

= Indeiie''^ ® 

= Inde{jp>{nrQ),jp'{m^))~^'' 

= Ind^{Lp>{x),Lpr(y))-^ '- .  

Finally we show that < x,y >„ does not depend on a choice of embedding, a. 

Suppose c/ : Qins) Q„ is another embedding which gives rise to choices e,Q, 

and Q'. The change in embedding changes the points and root of unity by some 

conjugate which has the effect of changing e by a power, and Q by a multiple. Since 

P' was a rational point, it stays the same. So for some k we get that e = c* and so 

e = = e^(P', kQ) = e^(P', Q) and so Q = kQ and Q' = kQ'. We now determine 

the effect these choices have on the pairing. Now we can represent the cocycle Co by 

rirQ = ^kQ = rC^Q with TV = ^. Similarly can be represented by where 

_ _ choice of also depends on the embedding. A„ was chosen so that 

Z = Q' ® X^P'.  Hence we get Z = Q' 4- A„P' = Q' + ̂ P' and so A„ = A;A„. It follows 

that 

(e (gi = (e ® = (c* ® ^ (e ® 

Furthermore, if a is a hth root of imity then 

Indra'^" = Ind^ka'''^" = IndTa'^" 
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and it follows that < x,y >„ does not depend on the choice of embedding a : Qifis) 

0,. • 

In cases such as the following, these lenamas together imply a very simple formula 

for the Cassels-Tate pairing. Identifying S^(E/K) with a subgroup of as 

in Theorem 4.3.1 we get the following. 

Theorem 4.4.3. Let E' be given by equation 4-1-1 with u = 0 (mod 5) and suppose 

and P' are as in 4-1-3. Let 

5 = {u I u = 1 (mod 5) is a prime of bad reduction for E'}. 

Then Cassels-Tate pairing is defined by 

<, >: S^iE/K) X S^iE/K) -> Q/Z 

<x,y>= ̂ Inde.(_P',Q){xy,  y„)~^'  mod Z 
u€5 

where (, )„ is the Hilbert pairing on /{Q^ and denotes the image of x in 

QX/(QX)5  

Proof: If E' is given by 4.1.1 with u = 0 (mod 5), then Lemma 4.2.1.2 and 

Corollary 4.2.1.5 tell us that all primes of bad reduction for E' have multiplicative 

reduction. The theorem then foUows from Lemmas 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. • 

4.5 Computations 

The above analysis gives us a formula not only for the Selmer group, but also for 

the Cassels-Tate pairing in terms of local Hilbert pairings. In all of our examples we 

are working over Q and the local Hilbert symbol can be computed as follows (cf. [18, 

4.3]). 
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Let a and 6 be 2 elements of with valuations a and /? respectively. Define 
Qp p—I 

c = (—1)"^—. The local Hilbert symbol is given by < a,6 >„= Cu® where c„ is 

the image of c modulo u. If a and b are both units, it follows that < a, b >„= 0. 

Furthermore, if TT is a uniformizer, then it also follows that (TT, it) = 0. 

4.5.1 Example 

Suppose that E' is given by equation (4.1.1) with u = 10 and fix a choice, e, 

of a primitive 5th root of unity. Let P', Q, Q' <j) and ^ be the points and isogenics 

described above. Then according to Lemma 4.2.1.2 and Corollary 4.2.1.5, all of the 

primes of bad reduction, {2,5,11,31,61,109,401}, for E' are of split multiplicative 

reduction. Theorem 4.3.1 then tells us that the 0-Selmer group for E is given by 

= (2,5,11,31,61,109,401)/(2,5,11,31,61,109,401)^ 

Consider the pairing on < 5,11 >. Theorem 4.4.3 then tells us 

< 5,11 >= y^Jnde-{P',Q){5^, nioti 2, 

where S = {11,31,61,401}. Both 5 and 11 are units for all primes in S except for 11 

and by the' discussion above the pairing is trivial there and so the pairing between 5 

and 11 reduces to 

< 5,11 >= /nrfg-(p/^Q)(5,11)^1^" 

Now e^(P', Q) depends on Q which depends on the e we fixed above in determining 

Q' (since ^Q' = Q). However, if we make a guess - say e^(P', Q) = e, then if we are 

incorrect, we are only off by a power. Since the pairing in the case of 5 and 11 reduces 

to only one factor, being off by a power will not change whether or not the pairing 

is trivial. With all of these choices known, it doesn't matter which embedding we 

choose for e in Qn. To simplify matters we will choose the embedding that sends e 
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to the 5th root of unity that corresponds to 3 modulo 11. The An that corresponds 

to this choice is An = 1. The pairing is 

< 5,11 >= Indz{b,  ll)u = = Ind^ih^) = Indz{2) = 1^0 

So the pairing between 5 and 11 is nontrivial. This means that in5(£'/Q) ^ 0. 

4.6 Observations 

Although we did not prove here that primes of non-split multiplicative reduction 

caimot occur for curves defined by equation (4.1.1), none of the many examples 

observed while considering this work had primes of non-split multiplicative reduction. 

If we could eliminate this possibility or at least come up with a conditions under which 

non-split multiplication carmot occur, then the description of the Selmer group would 

be very simple: if u = 0 (mod 5), the Selmer group would just contain (up to 5th 

powers) products of primes of split multiplicative reduction for E'. 

In the example of the previous section this was exactly the case; there were no 

primes of non-split multiplicative reduction for E' and consequently the Selmer group 

was simply generated by the primes of bad reduction for E'. If we define E' by some 

u s 0 (mod 5) and (mod 11) for which all of the primes of bad reduction are 

split multiplicative, then we find that 5 and 11 are in the Selmer group. Indeed, the 

discriminant of E' is given by A = -i- llu° — 1)®. It is clear that ord5(A) = 

bk and that ordxi(A) = 5 (since 11 /|u, but = 1 (mod 11)). Thus since any 

change of coordinates changes A by a factor of 11, we must have that 5,11 divide the 

minimal discriminant of E' and are therefore primes of split multiplicative reduction 

for E'. Since the Selmer group in this case is generated by primes of bad reduction , 

5,11 G S^{EIQ). Furthermore, as in the last example, 5 and 11 will pair non-trivially 

under the Cassels-Tate pairing and so we would be able to conclude that there was 

an infinite family of curves with in(£'/Q)5 ^ 0. 
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Given our formulas for the Selmer group and the pairing, it seems probable that 

we could not only come up with a family of curves with non-trivial 5 torsion in their 

Shafarevich-Tate group, but aiso, by a careful choice of u, be able to find examples 

of curves with arbitrarily large 5-torsion in their Shafarevich-Tate group. 
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Appendix A 

GLOSSARY OF NOTATION 

K a number field; 10 
P2 projective 2 space; 10 
E, E/K elliptic curve defined over K; 10 
0 identity element of E; 10 
E{K) Mordell-Weil group of £•; 11 
<t> an isogeny of elliptic curves; 11 
deg(0) the degree of an isogeny 11 
S^{E/K) 0-Selmer group of E; 11 
m{E/K) Shafarevich-Tate group; 11 

0 dual isogeny to 0; 11 
<,> the Cassels-Tate pairing 12 

the kernel of a map /; 13 
MK complete set of non-equivalent valuations on E; 13 
<,>v local Cassels-Tate pairing 13 
Mm group of m-th roots of unity; 13 
(1) the quadratic symbol; 14 
[.]p non-trivial pairing on Zp/(Zp x Zp/(Zp for p 7^ 2; 15 
T Tate isomorphism; 16 
Ind index; 17 
A„ Tate parameter associated to a certain 5-torsion point; 17 
(,). local Hilbert pairing; 17 
r map of function fields induced by 0; 19 
[m] multiplication by m isogeny; 19 
y the 0-Weil pairing; 19 

the coboundary map; 21 
completion of K with respect to the discrete valuation u; 21 

L{E/K,s)  L-series of E/K; 22 
A dual of an abelian variety A; 25 
s a section s : E^-¥ E'^;  25 
u cup product pairing; 27 
'Ely u-adic integers; 43 
F, residue field of Z„; 43 
E reduced curve; 43 
Ens non-singular points on the reduced curve; 43 
Eo points on E reduction to points on ^„s;43 
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Appendix B 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3.1 

Theorem 3.3.1. Let E be given by (3.1.2) for A € Z with ordziX — 1) > 3. Let (j) be 

the isogeny mth kernel ((A — 1,0)). The image of the maps ip', and iQ> are given as 

follows. 

( i)  If  V is  a prime of good reduction for E' ,  then Im{ipi)  = {1, e} and Im[ip>) C 

(ii) If ord„{\) > Q, V ^2, V = 1 (mod 4), then Im{ L p > )  = {1}, and lq'{Ri) = 1. 

(Hi) Ifordo{X) > 0, u ^ 2, u = 3 (mod 4), then Im{Lp') = {l,e}, andLQ>{Ri) = 1; 

tQ'{Rt)  = v^.  

(iv) If ordu{X — 1) > Q, V ^ 2 or V = 2 and ord/i{X — 1) ^4, then Im{Lp') = 

Q„V(Q^<^rid LQ.iRy) = Lp^iRy) = y„. 

(v)  If  V = 2 and ord2{X. — 1) =4, then Im{Lp') = Z*/(Z^)^, and tQ>{Ry) = 

ip'  {Ry) = y.  

(vi) If u = cxD, then if A < 0, Im{Lp'{Ry)) = {±1}^ Im{LQ'{Ry)) = {1}, and if 

A > 0, Im{iQ'{Rj:)) = {±1}, tQ'iRy) = CQ'iRx)-

Proof: First we recall the definition of the maps: Let P' 6 E'̂  and Dp' be a 

divisor over Q which represents P'. Let S € £"(Q) and let a be a zero cycle on E' 

representing 5, i.e., the zero cycle sums to S, whose support does not contain zeroes 

of fp> or P'. The map lp' is defined by evaluating fp' oa such zero cycles. 

Suppose fp> is a function satisfying {fp')  = mDpt.  Define a map 

tp' : E\Q,)/c(,E{iQ„) Q„V(Q")" 

by evaluating fp '  on zero cycles. 
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Similaxly, if Q' E E2, Dq' is a divisor over Q representing and fqt is a function 

satisfying {fq') = TTIDQ', then we get the map 

defined by evaluating fq' on zero cycles. 

Recall that E' is given by 

E' :s'^ = (B.l) 

With P' = (1,0), Dp> = (0,0) — (A, 0) is a divisor representing P'. The function 

f - A  

has divisor (/p/) = 2Dp'. Similarly, we have Q' = (A, 0), Dqi = (0,0) — (1,0) and 

= rb-

Since A € Z, these points and divisors are defined over all completions, Q„, and these 

maps are defined in every local field by evaluating zero cycles on the above fp' and 

fq', respectively. In both cases, HQ E £"(Q„), then a zero cycle representing Q is 

Q — O, but fp'{0) = fq'{0) = 1, so the map is defined simply by evaluation on 

Q = 

(i) Let p ^ 2 be a prime of good reduction. Then the reduced curve, E', is 

non-singular over Fp, and the reduction homomorphism, 

is surjective. Now since the image of fp' is in Qp/(Qp )^, and an element of Qp is 

a square if and only if it is a square modulo p, we can reduce the entire problem to 

determining the image of fp' of the points on the reduced curve ^'(Fp). 

First note that p \  ( t  — I )  p  Y t  and p Y{ t  — A) (since p yx  and p |/(A - 1)). 

Furthermore, since Vp(s^) is even, then we must have that Vp{t — l) is also even, so /p/ 
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is a unit mod (Qp)^- Thus at most, the units of Qp/(Qp are in the image of /p/. 

Let's check that both of the units, the square and the non-square, do in fact occur in 

the image. 

By the equation of the curve, for ( t ,s)  E E'(Fp),  fp '( t ,s)  = f — 1 (mod p). So 

the question amounts to determining whether or not there exists such a point with 

t — 1 ̂  for some a € Fp. 

To determine this, consider the curve C : = (x^ + l)(x^)(x^ + 1 — A) over Fp. 

If (i, s) G -S'(Fp) with t — 1 = a^, then the points (a, s), (—a,s) are both points on 

C(Fp). Thus every such point with a ^ 0 on ^'(Fp) corresponds to 2 points on C(Fp) 

and a = 0 corresponds to 1 point. Furthermore, every point on C(Fp) arises from 

such a point on ^'(Fp).In particulax, 

2 I ^'(Fp) I -1 >1 C(Fp) I 

with equality only if every point ( f ,  s )  E B'(Fp)  has f — 1 = for some a 6 Fp. So, 

the nonsquare unit will be in the image of fp' precisely when 

2 1 E'(¥p) 1 -1 >1 C(Fp). 

To get an estimate on the number of points on a curve over a finite field, we can 

use the formulas for bounds. If C is a curve of genus g defined over a finite field Fp, 

then if Np is the number of points on C rational over Fp, 

P -  ̂9y/P + 1 < < P + 2gy/p + 1 

Since C, which has an equation of degree 6, has just one ordinary singular point 

over Fp of multiplicity 2, we can conclude that the genus of C is g{C) < (6 — 1)(6 — 

2)/2 — 2 = 9. Thus by the above formula, the maximum number of points on C'(Fp), 

uc = p+18^+1; and the minimum number of points on E'{Fp) is ,  = p-2y/p+l.  

So it is enough to determine if 

21^1 1 > uc 
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^2{jp — 2y/p + 1) — 1 > p + 18v^ +1 

p > 22  ̂= 484. 

We can therefore conclude that for p > 484, there is a non-square in the image of 

fp>. It is easily checked that for p < 484, the image contains the non-square as well. 

(ii) and (iii): First assume that ord,,(A) = r, r > 0, u ^ 2; write A = The 

image of fp' lies in /(Q* = {1, e, u, ue} where e represents the class of non-square 

units modulo v. Any element, x € can be written of the form x = where 

k ^ Z and u is a unit in Q„. This element x will be a square in Q* exactly when k 

is even and the unit u is a square modulo v. 

Suppose that ( t ,  s)  E E'{Qo) and assume first that i is a unit. Then 

fp '( t ,s)  = —= 1 (mod v).  Thus,  if  i  is  a  unit ,  the image of the point  {t ,s)  € 

•E"(Qu) under fpi is trivial. 

Next suppose that t  is not a unit, ordv(f) = k,  where 0 < fc < r. Write t  = vHk. 

The point 

{t ,  s)  ^  t{t  - l)(t - A) = v^tkivHk - l)(^fc - v'"''Xr) = 1 mod (Q^ 

tkiv% - l)(tfc - v''~''Xr) = -4 = 1 mod (Q^ 

-l = lmod(Q„^)2 

^ u = 1 (mod 4). 

However, if this is the case, then using equation (B.l) we see that 

s)  = = t - 1 = vHk - 1 = -1 = 1 mod (Q^ f  

so the image of (£, s)  under fp '  is again trivial. 

Finally assume ord„(i) = k, k>r.  Write k = r + s, and t = v'^tk- Again, 

{t ,  s)  e  E'iQ,)  t i t  - l ){t-X)= v^'{v' tk)iv% -  l){v% -Xr) = l  mod (Q„^ 

{v^){-tkK) = l  mod 

^ s is even and — tkXr = 1 (mod v).  
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We can certainly choose so that this is a true, and hence construct solutions. It 

follows that fp'{t, s) = ^ = t—\ = —1 mod This says that if u = 1 (mod 4), 

then the image is again trivial, but otherwise we get the non-trivial unit in the image 

of fp'. Furthermore, in this case, 

/«-(«.»)= 

where r = 0,1 depending on whether r is odd or even. 

In summary, if u = 1 (mod 4), the image of fp> is trivial, but if u = 3 (mod 4), 

then the image of fpi is the set of units in Qi;^/(Q^)^. Since we will use the hilbert 

pairing to pair elements in the image of fp' with elements in the image of fq' and only 

units  l ie in the image of /p ' ,  so without loss of generali ty we assimie the image of {t .  s)  

in (B.2) under fq '  is  just  4-u'"  s ince under the hilbert  pairing,  (unit ,  v)„ = (unit ,  —v).  

(iv); For the rest of the time we will be considering divisors of A — 1 and so to 

ease notation we will change coordinates so that the equation of the curve is given by 

E': = t{t  + l)(t -fx), /i = A - 1, (B.3) 

- t + 1 . i + 1 
IP' = Z > JQ' = —7—-

t — fi t 

First suppose that ord„(^) = r, r > 0, and write // = If we have a point 

{t,s) e E'{Qu) with t a unit, we get that fp> = ^ = t mod (Qp)^ and we have a 

solution if we choose t so that i + 1 is a square in Qp. In fact take eo to be a non 

square mod p such that €o +1 = for some a (clearly possible), and let t = eo. Then 

+ l){t  — fj .)  = ela^ = 1 mod so there exists  an s such that  ( i ,s)  € E'{Qu).  

So fpi  = t  = €q gives us the non unit in the image fpt  and with fq' = ^ = cq. 

Now suppose that (i,s) G i5^'(Q„) with ord„(i) = k, t  = vHk, with A: > 0. First 

consider the case where k <r. Then 

{t ,  s)  e  E'iQ,)  ̂  v'^ ' tkivHk + iKtk -  = 1 mod 
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But it is always true that 

v^Hkiv^k + l)(tfc -  u'"~V) =4 = 1 nQO<i (Q« f  

so we can always find a solution. In this case, we have fp '{t ,s)  = = t  = vHk. 

As long as r ^ 1, we see that in this manner we can get the image of /p' to be 

everything; choosing k <r even we can get all of the units, and choosing k <r odd 

we get the rest. Furthermore, fqt =t — = v''{tk — = vHk mod (Q^ Y and 

fq ' i t ,  s)  = s) as claimed. If r = 1, we can use this to get the units in the image 

of /p', but it remains to show that we can get v in the image. 

Assume that r = 1, fi  = vfi i .  Let t  = vti= v{fj . i+v^fi i) .  Then it is easily checked 

that there exists an s so that {t, s) € B'(Qu) and s) = = t = vti and then we 

get V in the image of /p/. Furthermore, = ^ = t—n = v{ti—yLi) = v{v^ni) = v^i 

and again fp'it, s) = fQ'(t, s) and our result is complete. 

(iv),(v) We finally consider the case v = 2. Suppose that ord2(/i) = k, k > 3; 

H = 2Vfc-

First we will assmne that {t ,  5) G £'{^2) with t  a unit. Then t = 1 + 2wi is a unit 

in Q2 • From the equation,  fp '  = = t  mod Q2 > i  = 1 mod (8) fp> = \ .  

Suppose that 4 = 1 + 2 + 44-8 + 16/i, then the equation is satisfied and 

i = —1, 4 + 1 = (1 + //), 4 —/i = —(1+^) mod (Q2 

So fp' = = -1 fQ'=^-^ = -(1 + = -1 (mod 8) (since 2^ | //). This 

shows that —1 is always in the image of /p/ and that fp'{t,s) = /q'(4, s) = —1. 

Suppose that ord2(/i) = 3; = 2^/i3. Let t  be such that ord2(4) = 3; t  = 2Hz. 

Then 

(4, s)eE'{Qi)^ t { t= 2%(843 +1)(43 - fxs)  = 43(43 -/zg) = 1 mod f  

There is a solution if we choose h — fi^ = 2^''43 (mod 8) 43 = ^3 + 2^^/13 

(mod 8). By the various choices of 43 listed below, it is easily verified that we get all 

possibilities in the image of /p». 
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(i) 11 Hz = 1 (mod 4), then taking ta = 1 (mod 8) gives a solution with 

fp '  = Iq' = 2^3. 

(ii) If //3 = 1 (mod 4), then taking tz = —3 (mod 8) gives a solution with 

fp' = Iq' = —2 • 3. 

(ill) If /is = 3 (mod 4), then taking ta = 3 (mod 8) gives a solution with 

fp> = fq' =2-3. 

(iv) If ^3 = 3 (mod 4), then taking ia = — 1 (mod 8) gives a solution with 

fp' = fq' = ~2-

These images together with the —1 give the image of fp> to be all of /(Q2 Y' 

and show that fp'(t,s) = fq'{t,s) as claimed. 

Next suppose that ord2(/i) = 4, /x = 2^/X4. We will prove that the image of /p/ in 

this case is just Zj • First note that since fp' = = t mod then if ordaCi) is 

even, fp'{t,s) is a unit. We must then show that if ord2(f) is odd, (t, s) G E'iQz)^ 

then fp'{t,s) is a unit. Suppose that ord2(i) = 1; t = 2ti,. 

{t,s)eE'{Qi) ^ f(f +1)(t-//)= 22ti(2*1+ l)(ti-2^4) = ! mod (0^)2 

^ +1) = 1 mod (Q^ 

2*1 +1 = 1 (mod 8) 

<=5^ 2 1*1, 

but we assumed that *2 was a unit, so this cannot happen. 

Next assume that ord2(*) = 3; * = 2^*3. 

(*, 5) € E'iQz) 4^ t( t  + l)(t  -n)  = 2%{2hz + 1)(*3 - 2m) = 1 mod (Qz^ f  

^ h{h - 2ha) = 1 mod (Q^ 

^ *a = *3 — 2/i4 (mod 8). 

Since both sides of the above equation are odd, we have a solution if and only if 

2^ I 2/^4, which is contrary to assumption. 
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Finally assume that ordaCt) =  k >  A \ t  —  2 H k .  

(t,s)eE'(Q2) l)(i — ^) = 1 mod (((^)^ 

(2')2^-%(2% +1) -M4)=1 mod 

^ k — 4 is even 

^ k is even . 

However, we already showed that if ord2(t) is even, fp>(t, s) is a unit. 

For our next case, we assume that ord2(;i) = 5; // = 2®//5. Let f be such that 

ordaCt) = 5; t = 2H5. We have that 

(t,s)EB'(Q2) i(f + l)(i= (4^)^*5(2% + l)(i5 -  ̂̂5) = 1 mod (Q^)^ 

^ hits - A's) = 1 mod (Q^ )^. 

A choice of such that — fis = 2^1^ (mod 8). In particular we can take ts = /Z5 

(mod 8) and get the following: 

(i) If ^5 = 1 (mod 4), then taking £5 s I (mod 8) gives /p'(i, s) = /Q'(i, s) = 2. 

(ii) If ^5 = 1 (mod 4), then taking = —3 (mod 8) gives 

fp' (t, s) = /q' {t, s) =-2- 3. 

(iii) If /is = 3 (mod 4), then taking is = — 1 (mod 8) gives 

fp'{t,s) = fQ'{t,s) = -2. 

(iv) If /is = 3 (mod 4), then taking is = 3 (mod 8) gives 

fp'{t, s) = /(Q'(i, s) = 2 • 3. 

Together with —1, these images generate everything in /(Q2 )^-

Finally, suppose that ord2(/i) = k > 6; fj.  = 2''fik- Let t  be such that ord2(i) = 

3; i = 2Hk. Then 

(t, s) 6 E'iQi) ^ t{t +l){t-ii) = 2%(2% + l)(t3 - 2'^-Vfc) s 1 mod (QJ f  

<=> = 1 (mod 8) since A: — 3 > 3. 
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But this is true for any unit fa- Furthermore, fp '(t ,s) = fQ'{ t , s )  = 2-^3, and so 

by careful choice of ^3, together with the —1 which was already shown to be in the 

image, we get the image of fpt to be all of /(<Q^ as claimed. 

(vi) Finally we consider the case u = 00. U fp' = —> 0, then either i > 0  
t  A 

and i — A>0ori<0 and t  —  X < 0 .  Both cases imply that f q '  = > 0. In order 
i""" 1 

for fpr < 0, we must have that either i < 0, i > A A < 0, /Q' = 1, or t > 0, i < A 

A > 0,/Q' = -1. • 
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